
Gambling Commission Consultation on gambling with credit cards 
Options A and B: Proposed LCCP Changes 

 
Option A - proposed changes to LCCP to prohibit the use of credit cards for all remote 
operators (ie all remote betting, casino, bingo and lottery operators) and non-remote 
betting operators 
 
The proposed new licence condition 6.1.2 below aims to prevent operators from either accepting 
credit card payments directly from consumers or accepting payments by means of an e-wallet, where 
that e-wallet payment originates from a credit card. 
 
Addition of new licence condition 6.1.2 
Use of credit cards - All non-remote general betting, pool betting and betting intermediary licences, 
and all remote licences except gaming machine technical, gambling software, host, and ancillary 
licences. 
 

1. Licensees must not accept payment for gambling by credit card. This includes payments 
to the licensee made by credit card through a money service business. 

 
The existing social responsibility code provision 3.7.1 below would be removed from the LCCP as a 
consequence of the introduction of licence condition 6.1.2 above. This is because licensees would no 
longer have the option of accepting payment for gambling by credit card. 
 
Removal of existing Social responsibility code provision 3.7.1 
Credit cards - All non-remote general betting licences (except where betting is offered under a 2005 
Act casino premises licence), pool betting and betting intermediary and all remote licences, except 
gaming machine technical, gambling software, host, ancillary remote casino, ancillary remote bingo 
and remote betting intermediary (trading rooms only) licences 
 

1. Licensees who choose to accept credit cards must: 
(a) accept payment by credit card for gambling only where that payment is made to a 

customer account 
(b) make available for gambling, funds deposited via credit card only after the card issuer 

has approved the transaction. 
 
Option B - proposed changes to LCCP to introduce controls and limits on the use of credit 
cards, to be applied to all forms of remote gambling and non-remote betting, instead of a 
prohibition 
 
If the Gambling Commission was to introduce changes to the LCCP to deliver limits and controls on 
credit card gambling short of a ban, it would propose to introduce the following code provisions. This 
would mean that operators are obliged by the social responsibility code to minimise the risk of 
customers experiencing harm from the use of credit cards, but operators would not necessarily need 
to introduce all of the measures in the proposed ordinary code if they could demonstrate that 
alternative approaches are effective in meeting the outcome of minimising harm. 
 
New social responsibility code provision 3.7.3 
Credit cards - All non-remote general betting, pool betting and betting intermediary licences, and 
all remote licences except gaming machine technical, gambling software, host, and ancillary licences 

 



1. Licensees who choose to accept credit cards must do so in a manner which minimises the 
risk of customers experiencing harm from gambling and monitor the effectiveness of the 
controls applied. 

 
Accompanying ordinary code provision 3.7.4 
Credit cards - All non-remote general betting, pool betting and betting intermediary licences, and 
all remote licences except gaming machine technical, gambling software, host, and ancillary licences 
 

1. To minimise the risk of harm from the use of credit cards licensees should provide the 
following measures prior to allowing a customer to use credit card funds for gambling: 

• Limiting customers to one credit card as an active payment method at any one time 
• Implementing a delay period between the addition of a credit card as an active 

payment method and making the first deposit available for staking 
• Implementing a delay period between the depositing of new funds from a credit card 

into a customer account and those funds being available for use. 
• Requiring customers to set a limit for deposits from their credit card, including both 

limits on deposit amounts and deposit frequency; and preventing customers from 
using a credit card any further when those limits have been reached 

• Preventing customers from using sub-prime credit building cards for gambling 
• Advising customers to check the terms and conditions of their credit agreement with 

their credit card issuer so that they are aware of the fees and charges that will be 
incurred from using that credit card for gambling 

• Allowing the customer to block gambling transactions made by credit card 
• Providing reality checks for customers on their credit card gambling spend 
• Preventing new customers on-boarding with any credit card until a certain period has 

elapsed, during which period the operator should monitor the customer’s deposit and 
spend behaviour, before allowing a credit card to be used. 


